
Raphaelle Peale at Table:
Still-Life with Dessert

Spring Dining Room Tablescape
in conjunction with Hammond-Harwood House’s Spring 2022 Exhibition,

Ambition: Charles Willson Peale in Annapolis



TABLE SCHEMATIC



Inspiration for the Table Display

Raphaelle Peale was the eldest surviving son of Charles Willson Peale. He was born in
Annapolis, Maryland on February 17, 1774, but was raised in Philadelphia. Raphaelle studied
portrait painting with his father, but in 1810 he switched his focus to still-life paintings and
subsequently became the first American professional painter of this genre.

The current dining room table display is meant to illustrate the dessert course of a fictitious
dinner party in honor of Charles Willson Peale hosted by Mr. & Mrs. Loockerman at
Hammond-Harwood House in 1824 when Peale visited Annapolis for the last time. This display
also includes vignettes of four of Raphaelle Peale’s iconic still-life paintings featuring foods such
as cakes, crackers, cheese, fruit, and nuts. (Refer to the following page for additional
information about these vignettes.)

The Loockermans were part of Annapolis’ wealthy gentry class and therefore would have
followed the fashionable dining style prevalent in the early 19th century among the upper
classes, service a la francaise (French Service). This dinner service consisted of two to three
broad courses, each containing several dishes (as many as two dozen or more was possible). All
dishes within each course were arranged with contemporary artistic and aesthetic principles of
balance and symmetry ensuring that dishes were carefully arranged for their color, texture,
shape and relative importance to each other. The largest dishes, and those exhibiting the
greatest visual appeal, were set down the center of the table. The center dishes were flanked on
the sides by dishes in descending order of visual appeal and significance to the course.

The last course of the meal was always called dessert because it was served immediately before
diners deserted the table for entertainments in other rooms. Ordinarily, dessert was just fresh
fruits, assorted nuts, and/or cheeses. However, dessert dishes varied widely and candied fruits
and peels, creams, jellies, cakes, fruit compotes, ices, ice creams, syllabubs, and tarts, just to
name a few, may have also been incorporated into the course. On special occasions, desserts
could be quite extravagant indeed. Cooks, either free or enslaved (as was the case at
Hammond-Harwood House), in private homes of Annapolis’ wealthy families were tasked with
creating the lavish assortment of confections and baked goods needed for a party of this scale
and importance. While cooks were skilled in crafting many of the elaborate dishes associated
with special celebratory meals such as this one, it was also possible to supplement the array of
sweets needed by ordering from local professional bakers or confectioners; in early 19th century
Annapolis Weiskopff and Keller, G.F. Teuto, George Schwarar, and William Murdoch sold
confections for home use. For example, in 1822, Murdoch advertised an array of confectionary
treats including ice cream that he promised would “afford him pleasure to serve Private
Families, Balls and Parties.”



Raphaelle Peale’s Still-Life Paintings

Raphaelle Peale embraced the genre of still-life paintings at a time when they were neither
popular nor appreciated by art enthusiasts. In 1811, an exhibition opened at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts featuring 17th century still-life paintings. It is almost certain that Peale
attended this exhibition multiple times and was therefore possibly inspired by the experience to
try his hand at the genre. However, according to text for a 1988 exhibition focused on Raphaelle
Peale, “the completely practiced compositional refinement and illusionistic sophistication of his
own still lifes painted at the time of these exhibitions indicates an established, wholly confident
maturity that no experiences of other art could by then seriously affect.”

Several of Raphaelle Peale’s works depict food, and four of these paintings were chosen to be
brought to life in vignettes located at various locations in the dining room.

Located on the Dining Room Table:

Still Life—Wine, Cakes, Grapes, &c. (1818



Located On Sideboard:

Still Life with Cake
(1818)

Cheese and
Three Crackers (1813)



Located on Wine Cellarette:

Still Life with Oranges (1818)



Dining Room Table Interpretive Guide

Crumb Cloth

Crumb cloths were laid underneath dining
tables to protect wood floors or carpets
from crumbs and also grease and any other
items that could stain. According to
historian Elizabeth Donaghy Garrett in her
book At Home, The American Family
1750-1870, “The use of crumb cloths was
universal; the materials and colors were
various” and materials included painted
canvas, drugget (coarse wool), stout brown
linen, and green baize which “seems to have
been the favored choice.” Garrett gives this
example relevant to Maryland: “Martha
Ogle Forman of Cecil County, Maryland, laid
down her dining-room carpet for the winter
on 11 December 1820, and two days later
her husband went to town to buy her ‘four
yards of Green baise to cover the Carpet.”
Green was a common color, but blue &
white, brown, or black & white were also
commonly used.

Crumb Cloth

Ice Cream
The earliest known record of ice cream
served in the American colonies occurred in
Maryland in 1744 and is attributed to the
wife of Governor Bladen. Additionally,
founding father and Virginian, Thomas
Jefferson, set the world on fire with his
devotion to ice cream and is even credited
with penning the oldest known American
recipe for it. Finally, the Chesapeake region
sealed its fate as the ice cream capital of the
United States when Jacob Fussell,
considered to be the “father of the
[American] ice cream industry,” opened the
first large scale ice cream factory in the U.S.
in Baltimore in 1851. (Continued on next page.)

Ice Cream Plate 1



Ice Cream (continued)
In the 18th and 19th centuries, ice cream was
made by hand and required ice, a luxury
item before refrigeration; therefore, it was
very expensive and a status symbol. At that
time, ice cream was moulded into elegant
shapes and tinted with a variety of natural
dyes such as cochineal, spinach juice,
saffron, and syrup of violets.

Ice Cream Plate 2

Chantilly Baskets
Chantilly baskets were popular in the late
Georgian period. They were made with
either sugar paste (fondant), pastry dough,
choux pastry balls coated in sugar syrup, or
almond paste. Chantilly baskets were filled
with cream, fresh fruit, fruit preserves, nuts,
crystallized flowers, etc. The fruits in these
baskets are meant to be cherry preserves
and black currant preserves, both available
all year long.

The three forms used to make these baskets
probably date to the 19th century.

Chantilly Baskets

Charlotte Russe
Charlotte Russe is a dish attributed to
Antonin Careme, a French chef who worked
for the Prince of Wales/Prince Regent in the
early 19th century. The confection is a
variation of an Apple Charlotte, a baked dish
developed in honor of Queen Charlotte, the
Prince’s mother. Careme’s dish was first
called Charlotte a la Parisienne and was an
unbaked molded dessert made of sponge
lady fingers, fruit preserves, glace fruits,
cream, gelatin and/or meringue icing.

This iteration of a charlotte russe is lined
with lady fingers (often called Naples or
Savoy biscuits in the early 19th c.) and filled

Charlotte Russe



with a cream gelatine flavored with mixed
berry preserves.

Chocolate Tartlets

Pastry shells filled with a thick custard made
with chocolate, sugar, cream, eggs, rice
flour, spices, and/or lemon peel started to
appear in early 18th century European
cookery books and were still popular in the
19th century. They were often topped with
sugar caramelized with radiant heat from a
hot shovel held over the top of the tart, or
they were topped with meringue or cream.

Chocolate Tartlets

Pear Tartlets

Tartlets in assorted flavors were commonly
served in dessert collations. These tartlets,
made from preserved pears, are based on
an image found in the c.1872 British
cookbook, The Royal Book of Pastry and
Confectionary.
Tiered stands were placed in the center of
dining room table as an apex of the course,
exhibiting splendor, height, and balance.

Pear Tartlets

Melon Shaped Cake

Culinary moulds in the shape of melons
started to become popular in the 18th

century and remained so until the late 19th

century. These moulds were used to shape
gelatines, creams, and cakes. A dense cake,
such as pound cake, turns out of this type of
mould very easily and looks elegant. These
cakes could be coated with icing tinted
green with spinach juice to look like a
watermelon rind.

Melon Shaped Cake



Chocolate Blancmange

Blancmange is the name for a gelatine with
medieval origins that was still popular in
America well into the 19th century (and is
still popular in Britain today). It was
originally made with almond milk, but dairy
milk or cream started to be used regularly in
the 19th century. These gelatines were
flavored in multiple ways and moulded in
beautiful shapes.

Chocolate Blancmange

Iced Saleratus Cake

In the early to mid-19th century, chemical
leavening agents such as potassium
bicarbonate (saleratus) started to be used to
lighten cakes and breads. Before chemicals,
ale yeast was used yielding a sweet bread,
or egg whites were used to make either
sponge cakes or dense pound cakes.

Icing was tinted pink using cochineal, a very
expensive natural food dye made from the
dried shells of imported Mexican beetles.
British army redcoats were dyed with
cochineal.

Mini Savoy Cakes

Savoy cakes are sponge cakes made light
and  airy (spongy) by using a minimal
amount of sifted flour and by whipping egg
whites to a stiff peak before gently folding
them into the batter. Savoy biscuits were
also made in the form of lady fingers. Cakes
like these were made for desserts, suppers,
and to accompany tea.

Mini Savoy Cakes



Raspberry Fools

These raspberry fools are an interpretation
of a recipe included in the c.1835
commonplace recipe book [a journal of
handwritten recipes] attributed to Mrs.
Frances Loockerman during her tenure as
mistress of Hammond-Harwood House from
1811-1857. This particular fool recipe is very
simple: sweetened raspberry pulp is folded
into whipped cream and served cold in
individual glasses. Importantly, this recipe
reflects just one iteration of a fool, a
confection that dates to the late 16th

century, and include egg yolks, as well.
Gooseberry and strawberry were other
popular fruit flavored fools.

Tea Cakes

Before afternoon tea became a meal
(complete with a large assortment of finger
sandwiches, scones, cakes, etc.)  in the
1840s, afternoon tea may have been
accompanied by one or two mini treats,
such as cakes or biscuits (cookies). These
cakes may have also been served as part of
dessert courses or for supper.

Tea Cakes

Chocolate Shapes with Scrolls
In 16th c. Tudor England, sugar paste
moulded into hollow walnuts were served
at banquets, special dessert events held in
special structures such as summer house
(called banqueting house), garden bowers,
or special rooms in manor houses. Scrolls of
paper with mottoes, Biblical verses, etc.
printed on them were inserted into the
centers of the hollow nuts. When broken
open, the scrolls of paper were found and
read (much like fortune cookies), much to
the amusement of the banqueters. A
chocolate version of these walnuts appears
in 1832 in N.M.K. Lee’s cookbook, The
Cook’s Own Book (Boston).

Chocolate Shapes with Scrolls
These shapes are filled with the following
mottoes by Benjamin Franklin:

● No gains without pains.
● Well done is better than well said.
● Haste makes waste.
● A true friend is the best possession.
● Look before, or you’ll find yourself

behind.
● A right heart exceeds all.
● Better slip with foot than tongue.



Wine

Tinted resin is used in the wine glasses to
make them appear as if they contain real
red dessert wine. Dessert was often served
with more than one type of wine, including
many fortified varieties such as Port,
Madeira, Marsala, etc.

Punch

Based on documentation from probate
inventories, summary court judgments, and
correspondences, early Marylanders
absolutely loved punch with its fruit, spices,
sugar water, and spirits. Rum was the
favorite in the early years, but many
patriotic Americans replaced it with
locally-made whiskey during the
Revolutionary war. It was therefore very
appropriate to imagine this being a patriotic
whiskey punch especially because it is
presented in the patriotic Peggy Stewart
punch bowl, recovered from Annapolis
harbor’s very own tea party in 1774.

The faux punch in this bowl is just a thin
surface crafted from resin.

Punch




